
Half Hoop Wreath
GETTING STARTED

1     18" DIA metal hoop wreath
1     bundle of assorted evergreens
6    artificial berry picks
1     red ribbon
3    frosted pinecones
30  cable ties
4    green florist's wire

KIT CONTENTS

covered work space/table
pruning shear/bypass pruners
scissors
hot glue gun + glue sticks
garden gloves
apron

WHAT YOU'LL NEED



Half Hoop Wreath
INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 01 Using the pruning shears, start by 
trimming your greenery into short 
pieces (between 6-10" long).  Trim the 
smaller branches off the main branch, 
snipping close to the stem.

STEP 02 Sort the trimmed pieces into small
clusters/bunches using a mix of the 3
different types of greenery to create a
nice blend.

STEP 03 Begin attaching the small bunches to 
the hoop.  Start a little below halfway 
down the hoop on one side, using a 
cable tie, secure one of the bunches to 
the hoop.  Pull the tie nice and tight to 
ensure it's secure.

STEP 04 On the other side of the hoop, do the
same as you did.  Work from one side
to the other, making your way down the
hoop to the bottom middle, attaching
each small bunch of greenery with a
cable tie every 1-2" below the last
bunch.

you can overlap the bunches slightly as 
you work your way down.
when you get to the bottom, use a few 
pieces overlapped to finish the middle, 
securing with 1 cable tie.
you can adjust the pieces on the hoop by 
sliding them gently close to each other so 
they are snug.
pull each tie tightly and finish by clipping 
the ends off each tie.



Half Hoop Wreath
DECORATIONS

PINECONES

Using a piece of the green florist wire, you will 
start in the middle of the wire and weave the 
wire into the base of the pinecone wrapping 
around and leaving two tails of wire to secure 
to the wreath.
Do this to each pinecone.

BOW

Take the ribbon and leaving a 'tail', fold the 
ribbon back and forth onto itself into even 
sections until there are 3 loops and two 'tails' 
ending on the same side.  
Fold the ribbon in half and taking one piece of 
green florist wire, wrap it around the middle, 
cinch the ribbon up and twist the wire secure a 
few times.



Half Hoop Wreath
FINISHING IT UP

ATTACH THE DECORATIONS

Start by securing the ribbon to the middle 
bottom of the wreath using the wire.  Wrap the 
wire around the hoop once and twist together 
to secure.
Add the 3 pinecones to the base of the wreath 
around the ribbon, using the wire ends.  Twist 
to secure.
Add hot glue to the base of the berry picks and 
tuck them into the greenery.
Open up your bow loops to make them full - 
they are wired so you can shape them as you 
like.  Trim the ends of the ribbon tails to finish 
up.

NOTES

tuck any pieces of wire ends back into the 
greenery, or trim the excess.
this wreath with the fresh greenery is best for 
outdoors.  
to keep longer, or if it's hung indoors, you can 
mist the greenery with water every day or two 
to keep it hydrated.

If you have any questions about completing 
your project, please email 
info@twobudsfloral.com

happy holidays!


